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AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the 26* day of March z0L3 between

DR.SOURIAR SEBASTIAN, Head of the Department, Rev. Dr. A o Konnully

Memorial Research Centre and Postgraduate Department of Mathematics,

st. Albert's coiiege, Ernakuaim 682 018 , (hereinafter caileci the

"RESEARCH CENTRE") as the first party and REV. FR. ANTONY

ARACKAL, Director, NAVADARSAN, I S press Road, Ernakulam - 682 o'1.g,

(hereinafter called the "NAVADARSAN") as the second party.

WHEREAS the above-named first parry RESEARCH CENTRE is the

research department of Mathematics in St. Albert's College, a first grade Arts

and Science College affiliated to Mahatma Gandhi university, Kottayam

established in 1946. It is front runner in the field of Education with 12

undergraduate courses 09 postgraduate courses and 5 Research Centres
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2. Thatthe RESEARCH CENTRE shall provide the necessary schemes of

the question papers prepared for the valuation of the answer sheets.

3. That the NAVADARSAN shall provide necessary study materials and

instructions for the preparation of the question papers in Mathematics Subject.

4. That the RESEARCH CENTRE shall prepare the question paper for the

conduct of model examinations before the public examination of the tenth

standard.

5. That the RESEARCH CENTRL shall prepare the question paper of the

12th standard examination for the conduct of model examinations before the

12th standard Board exam.

6. That the RESEARCII CENTRE shall help NAVADARSAI\ in

analyzing the collection of data related to Navadarshan's educational

programmes.

7. That the NAVADARSAN shall pay their standard TA and expenses

incurred for the purpose to the resource persons who will be deputed by the

RESEARCH CENTRE for the preparation of the question papers in

8. That the NAVADARSAN shall'be bound by the general principles in the

field of education and shall act in a prudent and dignified manner.

9. That this agreement will be in force for five years from the date of

execution of this agreement. Either party may dissolve this agreement by

giving to the other a three Calendar months' notice in writing.
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leading to Ph D. The College was awarded 'A, grade with a cGpA of 3.23 out

of 4 by NAAC. The college was also certified for ISo 9001:200g by TUV
Rheinland.

WHEREAS the above-named second party NAVADARSAN public

Charitable Trust, a nonprofit organtzatiop, is an initiative of the Archdiocese of
Verapoly for continuing the age old legacy of its social commitment with a

special focus on the less privileged strata of the society. NAVADARSAN
believes in team work and synergy and the motto is Togerher Towards

Tomorrow. The focus of the organization is on the younger generation and

emphasis is on the less privileged members of our counky. There are 106

Education forums (Group of educated people of a locality gathered together to
promote education of that area and registered with Navadarsan), 1360 student

forums in the archdiocese registered under the able leadership of
NAVADARSAN. It has different programmes to create confident, competent,

morally and socially mature individuals. pioneer Build up programme,

Mentoring Programme, career Resource centre are few of the programmes

among them. corpus Fund, Education scheme, Engineering Entrance

coaching, Spoken English coaching, competitive Examination Training
Centre, Nlavadarsan Sports Academy are also the Cifferent facilities provided
by NAVADARSAN for students.

Now, THEREFORE, THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES that the first
parfy hereby undertakes to develop a relationship with the second party on the
terms and conditions hereinafter appears:

l. That the RESEARCH CENTRE shall honestly and diligently prepare
the question papers necessary for the conduct of Mathematics Scholarship
Examination, Pioneer Build up (pBU) Entrance Examination (Mathematics
Subject) which are the programmes conducted by NAyADARSAN and shall
do and perform all such se'rvices, acts, matters and things connected therewith
as an educational institution.
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10. That the RESEARCH CENTRE shall not be liable for any of the
claims/cases preferred against NAVADARSAN by any of the students or
parents regarding the services offered by NAVADARSAN.

11. Every dispute, difference or question which may at any time arise
between the parties hereto or any person claiming under them, touching or
arising out of or in respect of this agreement (deed) or the subject-matter
thereof and disputes arising between the parties as to the interpretation,
operation, or effect of any clause in this deed or any other difference arising
between the parties which cannot be mutually resolved cannot be a subject
matter in any civil court and instead, it shall be referred to arbitration, as per
the provisions in Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996. The arbitrator will be
the Patron, Archbishop of verapoly and the decision shail be binding on both
the parties.

In MTNESS whereof, the parties have hereto signed respectively

z,c*-*a/l*t*i
I)R. SOURIAR SEBASTIAN, HEAD (First

Rev.Dr.AOkonnully Memorial RESEARCH CENTRE and Postgraduate
Deprartment oi Mathematics, St. Albert's college, Ernakualm - 682 018

FR. ANTONYARACKAL, DIRECTOR (Second
Director, NAVADARSAN, I S press Road, Ernakulam - 682 0

Witnesses:

1. PROF. HARRY CLEETIJS

2. FR. DENNYPERI}IGATTT]
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